We can do it (Letterbox Library)

Five preschool children with disabilities lead full, productive, and happy lives and show the world that "We Can Do It!" (Age 4-8 yrs)

Dan and Diesel (Book Depository)

Dan feels the world. Diesel watches the world. Superbly illustrated, a warm, subtle and thoughtful story about a boy's relationship with his guide dog. (Age 3-6 yrs)

Are We There Yet? (Letterbox Library)

Commissioned by the Spinal Injury Association to provide stories with positive images of disability, this is a lovely story about a family day out. (Age Range: 3+ yrs)

My First Signs (Book Depository)

'A good book to share with all children' (Preschool Supervisor, Letterbox reviewer). A first BSL signing guide with jolly babies and toddlers demonstrating signs for over 50 key words. (Age 8-36 months)
**Brothers and Sisters (Letterbox Library)**

At least one sibling in each of the families in this book has a disability. But just like all siblings, they work together to solve their problems, whatever they may be. (Ages 4-8 yrs)

**All Kinds of Families** (Book Depository) **All Kinds of People** (Letterbox Library) **All Kinds of Babies** (Book Depository)

**Families (Letterbox Library)**

Humans and animals care for their young in many ways. They share food, go swimming, cuddle, and of course, give plenty of hugs and kisses. See the similarities in this charming photographic book. Vibrant images of loving families make this book perfect for families everywhere! (0-2yrs) (€6.70)

**Daddy, Papa, and Me (Book Depository)**

Beautifully presented, joyful, rhyming celebration of gay parents...and their bundles of joy! 'At last! Same sex families- enjoying family life together' (Early Years Adviser, LL reviewer). (Age: 1-3yrs)

**Mommy, Mama, and Me (Book Depository)**

Beautifully presented, joyful, rhyming celebration of lesbian parents...and their bundles of joy! 'At last! Same sex families- enjoying family life together' (Early Years Adviser, LL reviewer). (Age: 1-3yrs)
Empathy Books

Brave (Letterbox Library)

Part of a series of books which help children to explore different emotions, this book looks at ‘brave’ (Ages 4+)

Words Are Not For Hurting (Book Depository)

Aiming to guide children to use words in helpful instead of hurtful ways, this book also teaches the importance of saying sorry. (Age 4+)

All Kinds of Feelings (Letterbox Library)

A lift-the-flap book that explores the different feelings kids may have, helping them to understand their own and others’ feelings. Includes a game. (Age: 3+)

Leave Me Alone (Book Depository)

A young boy struggles to stand up to a bully until his friends show him that 8 loud voices are stronger than one! Brilliantly told through sensational illustrations and rhyming text. (Ages: 4 – 6 yrs)
Empathy Books

Everybody feels Sad (Book Depository)

A simple story to help young children understand and deal with their feeling. ‘Touching and child-centred’ (Early Year Teacher Letterbox review) (Ages: 4-7yrs).

The Feelings Book (Book Depository)

The Feelings Book vibrantly illustrates the wide range of moods we all experience. Kids and adults will appreciate Todd Parr’s quirky intelligence as he pays special attention to the ever-changing, sometimes nonsensical emotions that we all feel. Targeted to young children first beginning to read, this book will inspire kids to discuss their multitude of feelings in a kid-friendly, accessible format, told through Parr’s trademark bold, bright colours and silly scenes.

It’s Okay to Be Different (Book Depository)

It’s Okay to Be Different cleverly delivers the important messages of acceptance, understanding and confidence in an accessible, child-friendly format. Targeted to young children first beginning to read, this book will inspire kids to celebrate their individuality through acceptance of others and self-confidence. It’s Okay to be Different is designed to encourage early literacy, enhance emotional development, celebrate multiculturalism, and promote character growth.

Something Else (Book Depository)

This is a simple story, about a small creature who does his best to join in with the others. But he's different. No matter how he tries, he just doesn't belong. Then another creature turns up and wants to be friends. But Something Else isn't sure he's like him at all...
Traveller Books

Where’s Mouse? (Ethnic Minority and Traveller Achievement Service, Cardiff)

Where’s Mouse – story about a Traveller boys search for his dog ‘Mouse’

Our Dogs, Hens and Horses

Shaun’s Wellies (Norfolk Integrated Education Advisory Services)
Bullying, Discrimination and Racism Books

**Racism: The Skin I’m In (Book Depository)**

Exploring the issue of racism in a clear and matter-of-fact way with full colour illustrations, designed to appeal to young children. Paperback. (Age: 4+).

**Bullying: Stop Picking On Me (Book Depository)**

A colourfully illustrated book for young children, looking at the issue of bullying. With notes for parents and teachers. Paperback. (Age: 4+)

**Is It Because? (Book Depository)**

(Age: 3+)
Man’s Work (Book Depository)

Father and son have a busy but fun day together. ‘Lovely, fun, bright illustrations showing Dad doing all the stereotypical ‘mum’ jobs’ (Preschool Supervisor, LL reviewer). Great stuff! (Age 1-4 yrs)

Super Daisy (Book Depository)

Can Super Daisy save the world from little green peas (intergalactic lift-the-flaps included)? A much loved, boisterous character who simply has no time for being conventional! (Age: 3-6 yrs)

The Paper Bag Princess (Book Depository)

First published in 1980 and with over four million copies in print, The Paper Bag Princess (the story of a resourceful princess and her useless prince) has captured the hearts of readers young and old all around the world. The story reverses the “princess and dragon” folklore stereotype and celebrates feisty females everywhere, making it a firm favourite with female readers of all ages, as well as women’s groups, teachers and librarians.
But Martin! (Book Depository)

The return of one of our best selling treasures! A witty, subtle and yet enormously effective celebration of difference. As relevant and as brilliant today as it ever was. (Ages: 2-6yrs)

All Kinds of Bodies (Book Depository)  All Kinds of Homes (Letterbox Library)  All Kinds of Transport (Book Depository)

My World Your World (Book Depository)

Kavita wears a sari, Jacob wears a warm jacket - but they both wear trainers for gym. Bold and brilliant illustrations and simple text explore the diversity of children from around the world while also stressing their commonality. Striking and effective. (Age: 2-6yrs)

Carry Me (Book Depository)

Whether they are tucked in a blanket, peeping out of a basket, or wrapped in a parent's arms, babies worldwide are carried in unique ways. The simple, rhyming text and beautiful photographs in this board book introduce children to the ways their global neighbours travel. Part of the Babies Everywhere series. (Age: 0-2yrs)
Little Monkey's One Safe Place (Polish / English) (Book Depository)

Little Monkey's One Safe Place (Polish/English) - Dual Language book is a great read.

When Little Monkey is frightened by the storm he runs to his mother's side. "Don't worry," she says. "There is always one safe place." But Little Monkey doesn't know where to find his one safe place. He searches all through the jungle - in a nest, on an island, in a cave - but none of the places are his one safe place. In the Dual Language book, tired and sad, Little Monkey goes to find his mother only to realise that his one safe place is much closer to home than he expected.

Little Monkey's One Safe Place (Polish/English) in Dual Language is perfect when beginning to learn polish! (Age: 4+)

Augustus and his Smile (Polish & English) (Letterbox Library)

Augustus has lost his smile...can he find it? This beautifully illustrated story with simple lyrical text celebrates the beauty of the world around us. Booktrust Award Winner 2006. (Age: 3-7yrs)
Religion Book

All kinds of Beliefs (Letterbox Library)
**Is This My Nose? (Book Depository)**

Young children will enjoy learning about their faces and smiling into the pull-up mirror at the back of this fun board book. (Age 0-4yrs)

**My Face Book (Book Depository)**

Babies love looking at other babies and these charming baby faces...smiling, frowning, and being silly or serious are sure to captivate and delight toddlers and babies of all ages. Parents and caretakers will enjoy sharing their baby's reactions to the book as they begin this visual journey of self-discovery! Self-expression has never been more adorable! (Ages: 2-5yrs)

**What's Up, Baby? (Book Depository)**

From waking up . . . to eating up and washing up . . . to dressing up, the fun never stops for babies and toddlers in this photo-filled adventure of exciting day-long activities. Descriptive words will help build vocabulary and language skills.

Filled with dynamic photos of babies and toddlers enjoying all the "ups" their day can hold! (Age: 0-2yrs)
Playtime (Book Depository)

Every child enjoys playtime and has a favourite toy or game. Here are pictures of children from all around the world having fun playing alone or with their friends. Illustrated with stunning photographs from Vietnam, Russia, Ethiopia and many more countries, this series is perfect to share with the youngest child. Published in association with Oxfam this series aims to draw parallels between children from many different cultures.

Hair (Book Depository)

We wear our hair in lots of different ways. Sometimes it is to keep cool. Sometimes it's to look nice for a special occasion. This book, perfect to share with a young child, has photographs of different hairstyles from all around the world. Published in association with Oxfam this series aims to draw parallels between children from many different cultures.
Tráthnóna sa Naíonra/ An Afternoon in the Naíonra (Mary Byrne)

Book of photographs taken in a Naíonra of young children involved in the everyday activities, indoors and outdoors, in a small early years setting in a rural area in Ireland - images represent a diversity of children and there are simple words on each page in Irish, English, Polish and Chinese.

Diversity & Equality in Early Childhood – An Irish Perspective, Publication (Gill & MacMillan) By Colette Murray and Mathias Urban

New childcare text that positions diversity and equality as an integral part of early childhood care and education for students, trainers and practitioners in Ireland.